
No More Silos:
Implementing 

Self-Management to Fully 
Empower Staff

Conference Wifi

Network: 
Hilton_Meeting

Password: 
olawla2k19

Choose a 
seat with 
paperwork 
or next to a 
seat with 
paperwork!



Hello!
We are Stephanie Chase 

and Hillary Ostlund
Director and Manager, Cultivate at the 

Hillsboro (OR) Public Library

You can find us at @acornsandnuts 
& @libraryhillary
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Considering 
our current 
service 
models
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If your library was 
organized to support 
how customers use 
it, what would your 
org chart look like?
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“We are all confronted with the 
fact that the scale and 

bureaucracy that once made our 
organizations strong are 

liabilities in this era of constant 
change… We are being asked to 
invent the future, but to do so 
inside a culture of work that is 

deeply broken”

--Brave New Work
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About Hillsboro
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Our Culture:
Learning and Caring

× Strengths-based organization isn’t new -- but 
watching it in use is glorious

× Separate the organization of the work from the 
organization of the people

× Holacracy is really formal
× Persistence is key (and so is hiring and 

recruitment)
× Create a culture of freedom and responsibility
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Quadrants are the 
expression of the 

experiences we 
want patrons to 

have when 
interacting with 

the library

Our Quadrants

Connect
Cultivate
Explore
Innovate
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Our Process:
Embrace the Evolution

× This takes ultimate courage and a common purpose.
× Let go of perfectionist tendencies (still aim high).
× Communicate more than you even hear you should 

from all the HBR tips you read.
× Celebrate achievements and recognize the 

“little things”.
× Accept that people will struggle and be prepared to 

offer resources and options (within reason).
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Service Philosophy and 
Great Expectations
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We have a strong 
commitment to 
amazing, 
collaborative, and 
innovative customer 
service, and prioritize 
strengths-based 
teamwork in 
delivering services to 
the public.



Team & work circle 
structure
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A few 
thoughts on 
change 
management
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Share a couple of our org chart samples
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Share a couple of our org chart samples
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How would you 
organize your own 
work?
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How could your 
organizational 
structure be more 
customer or 
user-focused?
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Thank You!
Any questions?

You can find us at:

@acornsandnuts

@libraryhillary
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Look for our articles in May issue of
Public Libraries and the next 
OLA Quarterly about our service 
models and how we made technical 
services work for everyone.


